
 

Intermediate Sewing 
Supply List 

 
Sewing machine -- with directions (machines available to those who don’t have one) 
             
Bobbin -- for your machine which probably already has one in it; check to be sure.  Bobbins are not interchangeable in 
all makes of machines.  You need to have the specific one for your brand. 
 
Scissors a good pair is Ginghers; however, Fiskars and other brands will do very well also. A seamstress scissors has the 
blade bent so the cutting blade touches the table as you cut, providing a more accurate cut.  Other scissors have the 
blade going out from the center of the handle.  Those tend to lift the fabric off the table as you cut.    
 
Tape measure 
 
Gauge -- (preferably black background) check to see if you read the measurements easily 
 
Pins -- plastic heads are easier to handle.  A longer pin like a quilting pin with yellow plastic heads works well. 
 
Marker -- (we will look at several kinds).  A simple chalk fabric marker will work. Blackboard chalk is not good; it leaves 
an oily residue.  Other possible marking tools are wash out pens. There are also disappearing pen markers (if you are 
quick). 
 
Ripper -- with a good point; even the best of us will use these a lot. 

Thread -- to match fabric using for slacks 

Pattern – instructor will try to purchase some patterns at a sale price. The Butterick Pattern B5614 comes in AA (6, 8, 10, 
12), including  a 32½”-36” hip OR ES14, 16, 18, 20, 22 including a 38”-46” hip.  For men’s/boy’s slacks the Simplicity 
Pattern 4760 has boy S-L and men S-XL all in one.    

Fabric -- the amount depends on the size of pattern you need, the width of fabric you choose, (45” or 60” from finished 
edge to finished edge), choice of one way directional fabric (print all goes one way on the fabric or fabric has nap like 
corduroy), and length of slacks.  We will discuss this at the first class.  Be ready to begin setting the pattern on fabric 
and cutting it out the second class.  If you are making the slacks for someone else, they will need to be available for 
fitting. 

Please call Sue (instructor) after registration at 309-925-3128 with questions or to put your name on a pattern size.       

 

 

 

Check the Jo-Ann Fabrics & Crafts Stores website at Joann.com for sales and savings coupons.  Sign up in the store to 
receive a coupon by mail.  
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